
Smart Wi-Fi Touch Wall Switch Sonoff TX T5 2C (2-channel) Ref: 6920075740233
Inteligentny dotykowy przełącznik ścienny Wi-Fi Sonoff TX T5 2C (2-kanałowy)

Smart Wi-Fi Touch Wall Switch Sonoff TX T5 2C (2-channel)
Create  a  smart  home with  Sonoff.  The  TX  T5  2C  is  a  two-channel  wall  switch  that  allows  convenient  control  of  lighting.  You  can  also
control  it  remotely  using  voice  commands  or  the  eWeLink  app.  Furthermore,  the  product  offers  a  timer  function  and  colorful  LED
backlighting that you can customize to your needs. You can also personalize the switch's appearance using colorful panels (not included).
 
Voice Control
Want to turn off the lights in the living room without getting up from the couch? With Sonoff TX T5 2C, it's not a problem. The wall switch
works with assistants such as Amazon Alexa, Google Home, and Alice. Just a simple voice command – you don't have to interrupt your
favorite show anymore.
 
Bidirectional Lighting Control
The switch can be used as an eWeLink gateway. This allows you to create smart scenes that allow both TX T5 2C and R5 or S-MATE (not
included) to control the operation of a single lamp. Take advantage of the opportunities offered by Sonoff without unnecessary wiring.
 
Additional Features
The switch has a built-in timer that allows you to adjust the time at which the light will automatically turn off, and colorful backlighting
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around the switch will be activated. This makes it easy to locate the device after dark. Furthermore, there is the possibility of activating
smart scenes, and the built-in speaker allows the switch to function as a doorbell – for this purpose, Sonoff SNZB-01 is required.
 
Touch Panel and Colorful Backlighting
Sonoff  TX  T5  2C  is  equipped  with  two  buttons,  so  you  can  conveniently  turn  on  the  light,  for  example.  The  device  will  signal  the
command with a sound signal and gentle vibrations. Additionally, it  offers 8 types of colorful backlighting, including Party, Night Light,
and Color modes. Choose the one that suits you best.
 
Included in the set
SwitchScrews x2User manual
 
ManufacturerSonoffModelTX T5 2C Number of channels2Input / Output Voltage100-240V ~ 50/60 Hz max. 10 APower1200 W max. (240
V)  per  channel,  2400  W  totalLED  Load150  W  max.  (240  V)  per  channel  /  75  W  max.  (100V)  per  channelWi-FiIEEE  802.11  b/g/n  2.4
GHzColorWhiteMaterialPC, CRSDimensions86 x 86 x 39 mmWeight168.5 gOperating SystemsiOS, AndroidBluetooth4.2AppeWeLinkVoice
ControlAmazon Alexa, Google Home, Alice

Price:

Before: € 30.996

Now: € 30.00

Smart Home, Intelligent Home Control
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